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NEW QUESTION: 1
What does the Log Backup Threshold setting control in Database
Maintenance?
A. The percent full of the database data file at which an
automatic backup will start.
B. The percent full of the database log file at which an
automatic backup will start.

C. The amount of log data to be backed up during automatic
backups.
D. The amount of event data to be backed up during automatic
backups.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
By default,SiteCapturecan be used to crawlan instance of
WebCenter Sites.Identify two tasks thatSiteCapture performs.
A. It saves only the pages that were changed to the SiteCapture
file system.
B. It crawls the site as different users.
C. It archives a site in a zip file with metadata, HTML,
JavaScript, and blobs.
D. It makes PDFs of the captured site.
Answer: A,D
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